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Comments on ARCL Responses  (Summarised HCL/ SSL Reponses 10/1/12)

		ARCL Ref

		Report Ref

		Issue

		Comment

		Change to Report



		p.5 

		35BCR

		Change of use regulatory requirement not complied with in 2001 for school

		The change of use should have triggered a detailed assessment that may have picked up the key vulnerabilities.

The change of use to education facility at Level 3 in 2001 (originally for the tenant Going Places, later Travel Careers and Training who moved out in December 2010) was noted in correspondence on the CCC file, however it appears that no structural engineering report was submitted, or requested.  Because there was a change of use, the Building Act 1991 required compliance with the provisions of the building code for ….. structural and fire-rating behaviour…. as nearly as is reasonably practicable to the same extent as if it were a new building.  Therefore 

column confinement, design storey drifts and diaphragm connections, amongst other things should have been reassessed in accordance with the more modern standards NZS4203:1992 and NZS3101:1995 that were applicable at that time.  NZS4203:1992 would have required a risk factor of 1.2 to be applied.



It appears there is no building consent application in the CCC file for the other education tenancy (Kings) at Level 4, which was in the space occupied by the previous tenant (Richmond Fellowship), the fitout of which was consented in 1998.  It is not clear when this other education facility commenced, and so it is not clear what standards would have prevailed.  However it would have been after 1998 and so the above points for level 3 could also apply here.



		State the facts about the date of the changes of use and requirements of the Building Act



Do not mention requirements of Building Act.  Stick to change of ownership, application for change of use, approval of it and the fact that no change was made to the structure.



		

		55-68 BCR

		General comment

		

		No  OK



		

		69-72 BCR; SEMT Ch 6, App C

		Concrete 28 day strength implied 17.5 MPa

		  



		Will clarify wording to say that the test results are consistent with the distribution normally expected for 17.5MPa concrete, or something similar and limitations of the 25% aging assumption.  OK 





		

		1

		Columns affected by inservice loads

		Used guidelines of GBCS for existing structures

		No  OK



		

		2

		Fire effects on columns

		Only C18 was visibly affected by fire.  Attempts were made to core and test away from surface due to insulating effects of concrete of cover concrete.  Heat of fire not expected to have been great in structural fire terms due to relatively high levels of ventilation and lack of flashover. Opus Labs advise they have destroyed the samples.

		Will note that column C18 only was visibly affected by fire.  Will delete para 1 p.69. Add comment that efforts were made to avoid fire-damaged samples? (DH adding this to Panel Report Ch 5)



		p.6

		3

		Schmidt Hammer

		Schmidt hammer testing used in accordance with ASTM C805 calibration to core tests. This is best practice. Scatter is shown.  

		Will comment on confidence limits related to Schmidt hammer calibration. OK



		

		4

		25% aging

		Based on recommendation by Priestley et al. and covered in detail in p.60 SEMT

		No OK



		p.7

		5

		Core test  effects

		Allowed for in accordance with GBCS guidelines etc

		No OK



		

		6

		Petrographic analysis

		Not necessary to do petro graphic analysis to assess the strength of the concrete 

		No  OK



		

		Summary

		Confidence in 28 day strengths

		Based on use of recognised test and  GBCS guidelines for assessment of in place concrete and statistical analysis relative to specified concrete standards

		No OK



		

		72 SEMT

		Reference to Amuri Courts concrete

		17.5 MP a concrete was used in structures in Christchurch at the time.

		Remove reference to Amuri Courts . OK



		

		73-94 BCR

		Clarify demand vs capacity in context of design and actual eq demand

		

		Clarify  dependable, capacity definitions etc in glossary and in chapter introduction  OK 



		p.8

		73-94 BCR

		Would the building have collapsed had the earthquake accelerations experienced at the site been limited to the Peak Ground Acceleration that the NZS 4203:1984 design code is based on?

		It appears that the building may have collapsed at drifts below those expected to be able to be sustained by NZS 4203:1984.    

		No  OK.  Needed for information, implied by some tables, but agree no statement needed.



		

		

		“The ultimate test of compliance is performance under the design loads, which may have been demonstrated in the earthquake on 4 September, 2010”

		Compliance has been checked from the response to code spectra, which was the basis of design by ARCL.  

The design loadings standard did not specify compliance based on response to a particular earthquake.  It only specified a design spectra to be applied to a model of the structure from which to derive design actions.    

Direct application of the Sep 4 design spectra using ERSA was found to be equivalent to applying 90% of the S=5 design loads of NZS 4203:1984.  The structure had been designed for S=1 level actions so significant levels of damage would have been predicted  by analysis.  There remains debate as to whether that damage occurred.

		 No  OK



		

		77 BCR

		Applicability of nearby site records

		Would be nice to have had monitoring equipment closer to the site and in the upper levels of the buildings at the time of the earthquakes however use of three acceleration records and averaged response spectra from nearby records is the best that was available and is considered reasonable.  

Would be interesting to see results of on- site monitoring and see what variance it shows between records at other stations used, though is likely to be different with different earthquakes. Would introduce further questions and not alter overall conclusions.

		No OK



		

		77 BCR

		Uncertainties in levels of actions

		This paper suggests incremental scaling of earthquake records to gain a better understanding of the changes in the nature of the structural response as the intensity of ground motion increases.  For CTV we have carried out an incremental pushover analysis and then calculated the time history response to a set of known measured ground accelerations.  It was not possible to explore every analytical route and it was decided to use a full record analysis approach as a benchmark and allow interpretation of the results to follow.



The advantage claimed for these methods is that they involve fairly intense statistical post-analysis to determine more likely scenarios.  However statistical post-analysis would be of limited benefit for CTV.  We have limited statistical data available to post-analyse.  The NTHA analyses used average values, and then considered the effects of variations using further comparative analyses and/or assessment in accordance with the NZSEE 2006 guideline.

Statistical based analysis approach may be of more applicability in a research context about theoretical collapse scenario development where few of the variables are able to be fixed and their interactions with each other are unknown.  Computer based analyses have significant limitations  in terms of their mathematical assumptions such as plane  sections remaining plane, continuum mechanics, simplifications of failure localisation,  etc.  They assume small compatible deformations, mathematically consistent material properties and cannot cope with large scale instability or collapse conditions.  In this case many of the variables are able to be constrained or set as the building has collapsed and evidence from the collapse evidence and eyewitnesses and actual material properties, design calculations and constraints of the design standards and practices applied provide powerful perspectives on the collapse and causes.  The analyses have provided clarification, confirmation and more technical insight into the collapse.  Convergence of the evidence provided by all these aspects gives the best insight into what actually occurred. A postulated collapse scenario needs to conform to the physical, analytical and eyewitness evidence to be accepted with any level of confidence.

The first part of Chapter 8 traverses the issues of uncertainties and variability showing that they are recognised by the Consultant.

		No  OK



		p.9

		78 BCR

		Column interaction with Spandrels in Sep

		Photos of columns in Figure 15 at Line 1 B, F4 and D/E 4 show widely spaced cracks.   These could be indications of bending  restraint from the spandrels. The fact that there was cracking reported in perimeter columns (adjacent to spandrels), and no cracking reported in internal columns was also an indication. Cracking would be expected close to the areas of highest flexural demand at the top of the columns and at the top of the Spandrel Panel if interaction occurred.  This can be seen.  Column 4 D/E may also be showing effects of tension due it being connected into the North Core.  If there had been no spandrel interaction it would be unlikely to see cracking in the columns at Spandrel panel level. Good point.

		No OK



		

		79 BCR

		Spandrel Column gap

		A 10 mm gap would be unlikely to have been consistently achieved based on construction tolerance allowances specified in the Specification (p.273) and NZS 3109.  The architectural requirement was in fact for the ends of the panels to be 420 mm apart rather than any specific gap between the columns and panels being achieved.  The builder recollected lining up the ends of the panels  from one floor to another rather than trying to achieve a gap. Will adjust the figures to clarify this 

		Will edit Fig 44 to show the 420 mm end gap between panels  rather than 10 mm gap from column.  Could add to text re site measurements taken and alignment floor to floor.  Up to you.



		

		80 BCR

		Uncertainty in Drag Bar actions

		Would be interesting to test the sensitivity of the actions to varying conditions of connection.  However disconnection of the Drag Bars is not necessary for collapse to have occurred and appears from the collapse evidence to have occurred consequentially once Line 2 and 3 columns collapsed.  

		No.  OK. Agree point already made.



		

		80 BCR

		Effect of masonry infill

		A finding from the investigation that has been the cause much debate amongst the panel is that the building response to the ground motion may have been less than direct application of the ground motion records would indicate.  A calibration or reduction factor may be needed to be applied to reconcile the damage of the building to the computer based response.  Other researchers such as Clifton have reported the reconciliation of the damage observed in September on other buildings to be inconsistent with direct use of ground motion records without some form of calibration  or structural performance factor.

Analyses were undertaken with and without the effects of masonry infill. 

Eyewitness 16 stated that there appeared to be full mortar  contact between the masonry and the columns, after Sep and Dec events and immediately prior to the Feb event.

After the September event the OIE reported flexible sealant on the inside face between the block infill and the columns at level 1.  The OIE also reported seeing daylight between the block infill and the north-west corner column at level 2, and assumed that was because the sealant had fallen out.

		No  OK



		p.10

		81 BCR

		Response of structure may be significantly less than indicated by use of  full ground motion or spectra records

		Debate remains unresolved over the response of the structure and both conditions of masonry infill fully engaged and not engaged have been explored.  The eventual mode of collapse remains the same in either case. Based on further ERSA analyses the infill masonry appears to cause amplification of drift along Grid F upon yielding of the South Wall, while the masonry retains its ability to sustain shear.  Once the Line A wall degrades in strength the drift demand on Line F reduces considerably as the structural eccentricity reduces.

		Update description of development of damage in South Wall, Line A on drift demands on Line F and add figure.  Believe it would be best not to add anything. The issue is covered.



		

		81 BCR

		Fundamental mode of vibration around 1 s

		In terms of comparing elastic response spectra it is normal to use the fundamental mode of vibration for comparison purposes.   The plot is a simplification and  highlights where the approximate fundamental mode is and allows the reader to interpret the variability associated with the records. Period ranged from 0.6 to 1.4 seconds for code-based analyses, 1.0 to 1.3 seconds for elastic response of NTHA model, and higher again when NTHA model was responding inelastically. 1.0 second was used in the original design

		No OK



		

		83 BCR

		Response less  based on damage to masonry walls being less than expected in Sep

		Debate remains unresolved over the response of the structure and both conditions of masonry infill fully engaged and not engaged have been explored.  The  eventual mode of collapse remains the same in either case



		No OK



		

		84 BCR

		Fig 40

		Achievement of 0.004 concrete strain is considered by NZSEE guidelines and concrete researchers in general as a reasonable indication of spalling initiating.  This limit is shown in fig 127 occurring for a number of columns at 1 %.  

		AS to clarify in what circumstances  concrete strain of up to 0.007 is achievable for these columns given the thickness of concrete cover and low core area to gross area ratio.  Nice to have but not essential.



		p.11

		85 BCR

		Effect of reduction of response of 50% on damage reconciliation 

		The effect of the reduction is an observation.  The low level of observed damage after September would seem consistent with this level of demand. Others on the panel disagree and consider the damage consistent with higher demands.  Cracking  however has been shown to initiate in columns at between 0.1 and 0.2% (refer updated fig 127)

		Update figure 127 showing cracking drift for F2 column



		

		86 BCR

		Expectation of low probability of collapse in Standards

		No checks beyond the design basis should have been required.  In fact in NZS 4203:1984 there is doubt that the drift checks were adequate for ensuring seismic detailing was applied for s=1 ductile structures.

Current NZS and AS/NZS standards are based on a reliability basis that application of the standards and consideration of the ultimate limit state leads to a structure with an acceptably low probability of collapse at the attainment of the ultimate limit state condition.  It is not known whether a reliability calibration of the loadings and concrete structures standards was done in 1982 and 1984.

It appears from this collapse that there may be situations in which the provisions of NZS 4203:1984 and NZS3101:1982 could have been applied  that  there may be a high probability ofmay not have provided protection against collapse prior to attainment of the drifts associated with the ULS demands.   Non-seismic detailing of columns, beams and beam-column joints is one issue identified.  The reliance on selection of appropriate cracked section properties of the primary and secondary structural frames in order to trigger limited or fully ductile detailing in the secondary frames was a significant deficiency in the standards.  There was scope outside the mandatory provisions of the standards for designers to select cracked section properties to avoid the need for ductile detailing of secondary frames.  As a result of commercial pressure to use the minimum amount of reinforcing many buildings could have been built using a similar approach undertaken for the CTV Building. This issue was addressed significantly in 1995 in the revision of the concrete structures standard, 

In addition to this is the apparent inadequacy of the provisions for diaphragm connection to Shear walls in NZS 4203:1984.  It is not clear that  diaphragm disconnection triggered the collapse, however it was found that the design actions required by the Standards to be applied to diaphragm connections were insufficient to allow the full seismic resisting capacity of the structure to develop.  



		Add in comments about reliability basis of AS/NZS standards and need for drift criteria to be part of that reliability calibration when ductile structures are assessed.



Not necessary to add anything



		

		86 BCR 

		Table 3

		Debate remains over interpretation of the damage observed in September and that predicted by the NTHA.  Some say it is fully consistent.  Another interpretation is that the damage associated with a drift demand of 1.0% even leading to collapse did not appear to have occurred in Sep 10  as for columns  at Levels 2 and 3 compression strains of 0.004 would have been reached , which is generally accepted to indicate concrete spalling.  Yielding of the reinforcing would have been expected at drifts of 0.65 to 0.75% in columns at Level 4 and 5 which would have meant significant elongation and cracking would have been expected at 1% drifts. (ref updated fig 127  FEM drifts are approx 85% of equivalent frame drifts).  On this basis It isit therefore seems that drifts of 1 % did not occur in September. Due to the building response to the ground motion being less than predicted by computer models using full records. There is not general agreement re this.

		Add some discussion to Fig 127 about relationship between FEM drifts and frame drifts.

Not sure why any addition needed.  FEM = Fixec End Moments?

Recommend no action.





		

		88 BCR

		Adequacy of Spandrel gap provided

		No allowance for tolerance was shown, nor was it highlighted to be a seismic separation. In fact gap specified was between ends of precast units not the columns and the units Refer ARCH dwg A7 p.266.

		No. OK



		p.12

		88 BCR

		Requirement to design for seismic detailing

		Using recommended wall and column cracked section properties the columns should have been detailed for seismic requirements. With A more sophisticated approach using moment curvature and displacement analysis if of the columns to identify cracked section properties at initiation of yield may be satisfiedshow compliance.  This is a failing of the standard.

		We will tabulate the recommended values referenced in the Standard.

Suggest no need for any addition. 



		

		88 BCR

		Effect of column concrete strength

		It is obvious that reduced concrete strength reduces redundancy of load carrying capacity when subjected to lateral and vertical cyclic demands.  Recommended allowances for concrete testing have been incorporated into concrete test results.

		No.  OK



		

		95 BCR, 47 EPR

		Non-compliance issues vs code issues

		There are systemic issues with the standards applying at the time of the design.  These have been touched on but should be more clearly gathered together. ARCL concern was to distinguish more clearly between code/standard issues and design non-compliances.

		Add in some paragraphs in Ch 9 identifying code and standards  issues.  OK if absolutely necessary but recommend just rewording to address ARCL concerns.  May need attention beyond Ch 9? 



		

		95 BCR

		Building satisfied inter- storey drift requirements

		The code required checks of to show the structure drift to did not exceed 0.83% at K/SM=2.75 loadings.  This it didThe structure appeared to satisfy that using the approaches of the day. ( A key point, surely)  However the check did not adequately ( inadequacy in relation to what?  A later standard?  If so, not relevant. account for differentially yielding elements such as the South Wall that then placed greater demands on the remaining structure leading to more severe drifts. 

		Add in comment about ineffectiveness of the check with differentially yielding elements such as the South Wall in irregular structures.

An important case where the report needs to distinguish clearly between standards issues and designer issues.



Care needed to get wording right.



		p.13

		95 BCR, 47 EPR

		Detailing criteria check for column seismic detailing

		The second check was to determine if the columns had adequate displacement capacity to achieve the 0.83% drift limit at K/SM=2.75 loads while maintaining elastic theory.  If they did then the code did not require seismic detailing to be applied. The columns may have satisfied this check if they were assessed using moment curvature  analysis as per fig 127 which shows fixed end moment drifts which are 85 to 90% of frame drifts.  If the recommended value of the NZS 3101:1982 commentary of100% Ig was used directly without allowance for cracking then  they would not have satisfied the requirement.  This is a significant problem with the standards of the day.  

		Will tabulate the effect of column cracked sections properties on the check  more clearly.

Care needed in wording to respond on this vital point.  If there is room for doubt that the original design was “inadequate” then it may be best to reflect this in the wording. Worth discussing? 

By the way:  Fig 127 is worthy of a place in the body of the report?



		

		96 BCR

		References to codes later than 1986

		BS 5605:1990 is referenced as guidance on what the expected to have occurred in the as-built condition to assist the investigation.  Will clarify that it was not available at the time of the design and was not required to be complied with.  

NZS 3109:1987 is referenced as it is thought to be very similar to NZS 3109:1980 which has been difficult to trace a copy.  

		Will find a version of NZS 3109:1980 and confirm requirements. 



OK



		

		96 BCR

		As-built seismic gap

		The likely minimum may have been compromised by finishing materials and sealants, some of which can become rigid with age.  3 mm was considered a likely minimum for installation.  The builder interviewed recollected aligning edges of the panels to give a straight vertical visual line rather than centring them between columns. The Architectural detail did not require centring.

		No



OK



		

		97 BCR

		Beam-column joint detailing

		Investigation using code recommended cracked section properties found that seismic detailing would have been required.  However using reduced  cracked section properties determined from moment-curvature analyses  seismic detailing seismic detailing may not have been required.  

		Will clarify this further.

See yellow highlighted comment above.



		

		97 BCR, 47 EPR

		Eccentricity of seismic resisting elements

		This structure was highly eccentric with reference to the guidance of the standard NZS 4203:1984 cl 3.1 and cl 3.4.7 and C 3.4.7.1 which indicate that the intent was that moderate levels of eccentricity were acceptable as indicated by the guidance of C3.4.7.1.  However this structure well exceeded that level of eccentricity.  When C3.1.1 is also considered it is difficult to understand how a structure with such high levels of eccentricity could then also be detailed so that its secondary elements were not detailed for seismic requirements of the standards. The standard however did not provide clear limitations on torsional effects except to require 3D ERSA for irregular structures more than 4 stories high 3.4.7.1 c.  This is a significant limitation of the standard  	Comment by Rob Jury: These are essentially the same requirements for torsion as provided for in the current standard.  What is important is that underestimation of torsional effects could underestimate drifts on the building perimeter.

		Will clarify that this is a significant limitation of the standard. You have made the point in the Report that the eccentricity was outside normal guidance values. I suggest that all that needs to be added is the limiting ratio of stiffnesses in the clause (3/7 limit ?) and your assessment of the ratio for the CTV building (based on methods of the day.)



		

		98 BCR

		Calculation provided did  not include compatibility analysis

		Why would they have been withheld from the investigation?

		No.  

OK



		p.14

		98 BCR

		Separation of infill walls

		Be clear re code/standard vs designer issue. 

		Reference should be to NZS 4203:1984 cl 3.8.4.1(a) and 3.8.4.2(a) (not NZS 3101:1982).  Refer to 3.8.4.2(a) which requires twice the extent computed by  3.8.1.  OK, just correct the clause No.



		

		98 BCR

		Grout infill of top course

		Indications are that top course was not fully filled.  However, Eyewitness 16 also advised no gaps  between masonry and columns etc.

		No  OK  (already covered)



		

		99 BCR

		Robustness

		Decision not to use seismic detailing reduced robustness.   

		No OK



		

		99 BCR, 48 EPPR

		Roughening of internal surfaces of precast

		Drawings and specification should have been read together. Also note however cl 3.10 of Specification saying the Engineer will inspect the precast units for conformance.  The ARCL documents called for roughening, so it is not correct for your report to say that the roughening was not indicated.  You should back off.  

		Shall note that spec and drawing should be read together.  You should simply note that the documents called for roughening of the surfaces .  Let someone else argue whether or not this should have been on the drawings.  It is a red herring.





		

		99 BCR, 48 EPR

		No Starter bars  on Line 1 and 4 

		Beams 18 and 22 did not have starter bars detailed on Dwg S18 (fig 138).  Other beams did.

		No.  OK if that answers the ARCL point.



		

		99 BCR, 48 EPR

		Concrete strengths not shown on drawings

		There was no requirement contractually to show specified concrete strengths on the drawings, however it is seen to be better communication practice to do so as site staff will refer to drawings more readily than specification clauses.  

		Note about reading specification and drawings together at head of section will clarify legal requirement. Disagree.  No need to go there.  That is the culpability path.  The fact is that the different strengths were specified.  That is enough for us.



		p.15

		100 BCR

		IEP limitations

		IEP was done with drawings supplied by CCC and drag bars details supplied by ARCL.  However range of assessment is recognised hence more detailed assessment done.  ????

		No  

OK. 





		

		100 BCR

		Concrete strengths not on drawings

		Not common practice to specify concrete strength only in specification.  Many consulting engineers use a general drawing to show concrete strengths and information relevant to site personnel.  	Comment by Rob Jury: Not correct. But good practice.  Irrelevant

		However will note that there is no requirement to show concrete strength on the drawings.  See above.  



		

		179 BCR

		Use of SAP2000

		BJD advised it was appropriate for the use	Comment by Rob Jury: Might be better to just say that the version of SAP 2000 used is considered to be appropriate.

		No.  OK



		

		180 BCR

		Release of Compusoft report

		Summary of findings etc in BCR adequate.

		Panel directed it will be released on public release of BCR.  OK



		

		181 BCR

		Concrete strengths

		DBH Panel directed this approach to be used.  (Average values rather than dependable?)	Comment by Rob Jury: Panel can’t direct.  Average values are the probable values.

The NZSEE guideline recommends probable strengths based on either actual test results or the default 1.5 x specified strength.  In the case of CTV, tests had indicated average strengths much less than 1.5 x specified.  Therefore, specified + 2.5MPa was chosen for the NTHA analysis, with sensitivity to be checked post analysis.

		No  OK



		

		181 BCR

		Foundation stiffnesses

		

		Panel directed T&T report will be released on public release of BCR. OK



		p.16

		182 BCR

		Use of average gravity actions on hinges

		Variation of axial load was considered post analysis in the assessment of column drift capacities. Stiffness variation effects of columns unduly complex and unnecessary for the purposes of the analysis.

		Comment on use of average column action. Would like to see at least one example of the effect  of vertical accelerations  (+ and -) on drift capacity.  Eg plotted on Fig 7 p14 etc.



		

		182 BCR

		Drag bar modelling sensitivity analysis

		Would have been interesting but ultimately it appeared that collapse did not require disconnection of Drag Bars to initiate	Comment by Rob Jury: Sensitivity analyses was completed – with and without drag bars.

		No action.  = OK



		

		183 BCR

		Infill masonry stiffness

		The lower bound of no masonry was considered as well as partially separated infill.   Effect of masonry infill may have been significant in changing the torsional response of the building.  It appears that significant increase in drift may have occurred along Line F once the South Wall resistance plateaued and prior to degradation of the shear strength of the Line A wall.  

		Further comments on apparent  effect of Line A infill required

Question the need for any change.  Lower bound was no interaction and that was modelled.



		

		185 BCR

		Earthquake records scaling for  site variation compared to CCCC  CHHC and CBGS locations

		Three records were used and the average result taken to represent the best estimate for the CTV site.

Scaling was deliberately not done in the approach taken to allow an unscaled benchmark to be set to interpret the results around.  It was beyond the scope of the study to determine appropriate scaling factors and it remains a source of academic debate.

		State more clearly reason for using full record unscaled approach.

Suggest no action needed to change report. 



		

		187 BCR

		Sep 4 NTHA drifts of 1.1%

		Does not indicate columns were able to sustain 1.1 % drift as limits are based on ec =0.004 etc.  More likely that the low level of damage indicates that some scaling of the input record may be required, however difficult to assess what that would be and debate remains unresolved on the matter within the panel.

It would be more correct to say that this drift (1.1%) exceeds the code limit for inter-storey deflection in relation to damage of non-structural elements, and it exceeds the code design drift (termed computed deformation in NZS4203).  However, it does not exceed the code ultimate drift, or the code drift limit for separation of rigid partitions that are capable of altering the intended structural behaviour to a significant degree.  (Not clear if you are referring to 1986 or now)

		No action needed. 



		

		194 BCR

		Assessment of floor diaphragm connections

		The question over whether the drag bars or diaphragm ties disconnected, or at least suffered damage, prior to column failure remains a matter of debate.  A full statistical analysis would require further data that we do not have.  We did carry out comparative analyses with and without drag bar disconnection, which gave similar column drifts.  

		No action. Further data from the NTHA relating to diaphragm actions in the final Compusoft ?) report. (Not clear what you mean here)



		

		196-197 BCR

		Vertical accelerations

		The data points to the right hand side of the curves in Fig R are beyond the  ultimate condition of Ecu = 0.004 has been calculated to occur prior to strain hardening in column D2 at level 1.  It was not necessary to model the full axial-moment interaction in columns to calculate storey drifts, which were the primary demand for columns.  The effects of vertical accelerations, and other variables were assessed  post-analysis, in accordance with the NZSEE guideline.

		This will be clarified in the final report.  Simple note only.

OK.  See comment above re one example being useful.  



		p.17

		

		Vertical accelerations effects on bending strength

		It is possible that the axial load was reduced by vertical accelerations, and that could reduce the column strength considerably, however this would not ”make them far more susceptible to collapse”.  Generally, ductility and drift capacity increase with reduced axial load.

Question on Fig 127: Why does variation in axial load have more influence on capacity (spread of results) for 27.5 MPa than for 14.2 MPa?  (Answer: Because for 14.2 MPa case, very little moment capacity is coming from the concrete couple?)

		Comment on effects of vertical acceleration on ductility and drift capability. Suggest inclusion of and reference to Figure 127 in body of report.  This can be used to illustrate the potential effects of variation of axial load on drift capacity.



		

		198-203 BCR

		Assessment of critical columns

		Debate remains on whether Drag bar disconnection occurred prior to collapse and what l the Drag Bar connection capacity was.  The basis of the NTHA was using to full record and allow interpretation of the results from that benchmark.  Disconnection  of drag bars  at D and D/E is likely to have led to failure of the diaphragm where it connected into the core between C and C/D.

		No action



		

		203 BCR

		Fig W

		

		The title to figure W should reference the February event. OK



		

		203-204 BCR

		Bema column joints neglected

		Some calculations need to done or referenced to show this was not a major issue initiating before column head failure eg for F2 F1 and D2.  

		AS will add further information into final report. OK



		

		204 BCR

		Reconciliation of damage with analysis results

		The analyses have used consistent accepted approaches to use of records etc.  In line with normal engineering assessment approaches, they allow a useful basis for interpreting the behaviour of the building to the various earthquakes and aftershocks and shouldn’t be seen as absolute representations of the performance of the building. 

Debate remains over the interpretation of the analyses results with the damage observed.   Some level of factoring of the input or results seems required to some and not to others.  However it is difficult to be accurate in saying what that factor should be.  However a range has been given to show the effect.  It is beyond the scope of this report to confirm what this may be.  However it is recognised to be a phenomenon that this should be the subject of specific academic research in the future.  



		The report will acknowledge the debate over interpretation of the damage relative to the analysis results.

Care needed in wording!  Likely that Panel Report will indicate that 4 Sep ITHA analysis not inconsistent with observed damage – but with some acknowledgement of scale factor considerations





		

		205 BCR

		Vertical accelerations alone

		Significant modelling using full records has been done and shown in the report.  This informs interpretations made on the effects of the vertical accelerations. It is also recognised that should factoring of the lateral responses be required to reconcile damage observed with that predicted by analysis then this may also apply to the results from application of the vertical ground motion records. There is unresolved academic debate on how vertical accelerations should be analysed as the response may be asymmetric where uplift of foundations occurs.  It is beyond the scope of this investigation to resolve these matters but to highlight the need for academic research into the issue of vertical response and analysis of structures under seismic loading.

		Acknowledge the debate and different views on how to deal with vertical accelerations.

No action other than to show example of possible effect.  Issue is covered in general terms and reference to “debate” will not help this report.



		p.18

		207 BCR

		Alignment of axes of instruments

		

		Will clarify directions of instrument axes. OK



		

		210 BCR

		Fig 112 T1=1s

		Figure just shows what occurs at T=1 for comparative purposes and was the value used in ARCL design. ERSA assesses modal response and combines appropriately. NTHA takes account of varying period automatically.

		No  OK



		

		212 BCR

		Soil stiffness assumptions

		P.213 para 2 discusses practice at the time of design and the fact that  rigid foundations could be assumed.

		T&T report will be released at public release of BCR.  OK



		

		232 BCR

		Seismic detailing check

		Although (?)The the recommendations of the commentary to NZS 3101:1982 were not mandatory it appears possible that it could be shown that non-seismic detailing could have been provided on the basis of detailed column analysis and elastic theory limits.   The guidance provided by NZS 4203:1984 and NZS 3101:1982 as discussed previously with ref to 97 BCR was considered good practice at the time.  

Code reference should be to NZS 3101 as well as NZS4203.



		The situation that would have applied if typical cracked sections that were recommended for modelling at that time were applied, i.e. 50% Ig for beams and 100% Ig for columns will be added.

Should you not acknowledge that “different assumptions may show that the detailing requirements complied with the standard”?  This is a critical point for the designer. It is fine for the report to indicate that our analysis indicates “non-compliance”, but if there is a reasonable prospect that alternative methods of analysis could have demonstrated compliance, it should surely be mentioned – to improve the “robustness” of your report.  Please consider and discuss.



		

		235 BCR

		ERSA Drift

		Have checked drifts and are identical within 0.1 mm (Really?!)

		Will update  with point drifts at each column line from ETABS rather than drifts calculated from displacements.  No change needed.  Point covered. 












